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Combining model-based classifiers forface localization
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Our face localizat
ion approach combines an aut
oassociat
or net
work appearance based model, and an
ellipse det
ect
or bot
h based on t
he image gradient
’s
direct
ion,and a coarse skin color model in YCbCr color
space.
Sect
ion 2 describes t
hese t
hree detectors,and their linear
combinat
ion shall be found in Sect
ion 3. W e presentin
Sect
ion 4 our experiment
al result
s and t
he benefit
s oft
he
combinat
ion,before t
he conclusions andperspect
ives.

Abstract
We presenta met
hodt
olocalize a f
ace ina color image
combining
connexionist models (aut
o-associat
or
net
works),an ellipse model based on t
he orient
at
ion of
t
he gradientanda skincolor model. A linear combinat
ion
ofeach model response is perf
ormed. Given an input
image,we comput
e a kindofprobabilit
ymaponitwit
ha
sliding window. The f
ace posit
ion ist
hen det
ermined as
t
he locat
ion of t
he absolut
e maximum over t
his map.
Improvementoflocalizat
ionrat
esofindividual det
ect
ors
isclearlyshownandresult
sare veryencouraging.

2Basic detectors
A part of t
he informat
ion of a face image lies in
orient
at
ion ofit
s edges. A huge advant
age oft
he edge’s
orient
at
ion is it
s relat
ive invariance t
ot
he skin t
one. Two
oft
he t
hree det
ect
ors present
ed in t
his sect
ion use t
his
informat
ion: t
he neural net
work and t
he Hough
t
ransform.
Evaluat
ion oft
he orient
at
ion oft
he gradienton t
he edges
requires a low pass filt
ering oft
he image. Gradientfield
est
imationuses Robert
s masks,so t
hathorizont
al gradient

1Introduction
Face det
ect
ion in an image wit
houtany hypot
hesis is a
t
ought
askbecause oft
he highvariabilit
yoft
he pat
t
ernt
o
be det
ect
ed [1]. As in many det
ect
ion issues,itis almost
impossible to define the opposit
e class, t
he non-face
pat
t
erns,which drives researchers t
o choose t
he models
approach. Solutions implement
ed in a large number of
face detectionapplicat
ions (biomet
ric,presence det
ect
ion,
visiophony, indexat
ion, car driver det
ect
ion, virt
ual
realit
y,lips reading)st
artwit
hsimplifyingt
he problem by
making assumptions : fixed camera and known
background, use of mot
ion informat
ion [2], st
rong
hypot
hesis ont
he face locat
ion,special backgroundfor an
easy ext
ract
ion of t
he silhouet
t
e or special light
ing
conditions (use of infra-red, for example). Face
localization(the face is inthe image andwe wantto know
where)is notsimpler wit
houtaddit
ional assumption.
W e find here t
he t
wo approach common t
o t
he Pat
t
ern
Recognit
ion:st
ruct
ural and global. St
ruct
ural approaches
[3]t
ryt
o det
ectprimit
ives oft
he face (eyes,mout
h,nose,
head edge) t
hen combine t
he result
s using geomet
rical
and radio met
rical models [4],or const
ellat
ions analysis
[5]. Global approaches process a sub-image oft
he input
image into a feature vect
or (moment
um,project
ion,gray
level,wavelet
...). These approaches use learning andt
est
dat
abase t
o est
imat
e paramet
ers oft
he classifier. In t
he
global approach, paramet
ers can be weight
s (neural
net
works) [6]or t
erms ofa covariance mat
rix (st
at
ist
ical
classifier)[7]. A choice is t
hen t
o be made bet
ween t
he
model approach and t
he discriminantone. A model does
not require count
er examples, which may seems an
advantage but actually decreases classifier efficiency:
generalization in a high dimension space (221 for 13x17
sub-images) is t
ough wit
hout knowing where are t
he
vect
ors t
hatmightbe confused.
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gradientmagnit
ude is t
hresholded. For t
he generalized
Hough t
ransform,a global t
hreshold is applied over t
he
whole inputimage;t
his t
hresholdwas opt
imizedover 168
images and is equal t
o 12. The t
hresholding for t
he
diabolo is defined over each 13x17 sub-windows ofthe
inputimage,so t
hat20% ofthe pixels are then regarded
as edges. Orient
at
ions of t
hese edge pixels are t
hen
quant
izedonN=36values.

2.
1 An appearance-based model : the autoassociative multi-layerperceptron (diabolo)
The nextdiagram presents the pre-processing ofeach
example :
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Figure 1. Trainingexamples preprocessing
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Each pixel is described by two features (Icos,Isin) :
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gray level image is then determined. Then a Generalized
Hough Transform (GHT) is performed on the resulting
orientation map : the HT constitutes a popular method for
extracting geometrical properties. When the edge
orientation is used and when it is applied to non
parametric curves, the HT becomes the Generalized HT.
Each edge pixel votes for all possible location of the
shape (actually for the location of the barycentre). For
ellipse detection, there is a simplified structure for the
GHT based on the geometrical properties of ellipses. The
method consists in casting votes for a line through each
boundary pixel with an orientation determined by the
edge one. We suppose that we know the orientation of the
ellipse. So for each point M, a simple lookup table
specifies the angle between the tangent Mt (to the
boundary) and the radius MO (O is the centre of an ellipse
passing through M). Faces are modeled as vertical ellipses
with a specific eccentricity so we can build up our lookup
table to cast votes from each edge pixel, knowing its
gradient orientation. It provides a vote array which
maximum correspond in the image to the position most
likely to be the center of an ellipse with a horizontal
minor axis a=8, and a vertical major axis b=10.
Due to the cluttered background this maxima does not
correctly locate ellipse. To decrease effect of the
background on votes, the vote map is first convolved with
a 8x8 window then it is scanned using a 13x17 mexican
hat which provides a new score map used to defined face
location, we will referred to it as HoughMap (figure 4).

edges
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the non edge pixels.
This step produces two arrays Icos and Isin, and we
subsample them to size 13x17 using a bicubic
interpolation. We crop these arrays with an elliptical mask
-in order to remove border pixels values. This provide a
290 feature vector (note the dimension reduction from
17x13x2=442 due to the elliptical mask).
Processing of these examples is done with an autassociator neural network, the so called “Diabolo” [8].
Such a network – which was successfully used for hand
written characters recognition [9] - is trained to
reconstruct an output identical to its input. It implements
a specialized compression for its hidden layer has much
less units than input or output does. A non-face image
should be badly compressed and so the reconstruction
error (square root of the mean square error between the
input and the calculated output) would be higher than for
a face image. The neural network is trained using 1602
face images as a learning set and a 178 face images set in
cross-validation. Weight and bias values are updated
according to gradient descent with adaptive learning
rate. After an exhaustive search we found that for a 290
elements inputs (corresponding to a 17x13 retina) 18
hidden neurons are optimal. The gray level image is
scanned at the resolution corresponding to the size of the
face with a 13x17 retina, and at each position of the image
a reconstruction error is calculated (figure 2) :

2.3 Skin color model
Independently of gradient’s orientation information, a
coarse skin detection has been implemented in the YCbCr
color space [10]. Our coarse skin color filter is defined
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These thresholds were experimentally tuned using images
with people. Here is the confusion matrix of this threshold
operation over 145,736,580 skin pixels (set 3 of the ECU
database [11]) and 667,359,498 non-skin pixels :
Tableau 1. Skin color detector confusion matrix
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This skin detector is coarse and in some case no skin at all
is filtered but the combination of the detectors enables us
to use a simple model. The advantage of YCbCr space is
that it separates luminance (Y), chrominance (Cb-Cr).
Skin being characterized by specific chrominance
information, the filter can be applied to any ethnic skin
color but our thresholding is not universal because the
chrominance components is actually related to the
luminance value Y [12]. In poor or bright illumination
condition the filtered components are spurious. The noisy
non-skin mask is then low pass filtered by convolving it
with a rectangular 13x17 window. A morphological

Figure 2. DiaboloMap : hot colours are small
reconstruction error
so that an array of reconstruction errors is calculated –we
will referre to it as DiaboloMap.

2.2 Ellipse detector based on Generalized Hough
Transform
First the gray level dynamic of the input image is
linearly adjusted between 0 and 255. This operation
proved to be better than performing histogram
equalization. Orientation of the gradient over the whole
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operation is then applied in order to fill eventual holes,
and the result is thresholded. At each point of the image,
we compute proportion of skin-color pixels inside the
13x17 neighbors. The result map is called SkinMap.

face is defined as the maximum of the resulting map
FusionMap. In the first example of figure 4, HoughMap
maximum failed to locate correctly face, while the
combination system did. In the second example, the
SkinMap maximum is very low (0.23), but the
combination brings a correct face location.
We use the ECU face database [11] which is composed of
color images (set 1), and two corresponding ground truth :
one for the faces (set 2) and one for the skin (set 3). This
database includes faces with various poses and skin tones.
A first test uses a set of 1353 images (non overlapping
with the training and cross-validation corpus) containing
only one face, to evaluate localization rate. For each
image, face’s size is supposed to be known, which
enables us to apply a 13x17 window sliding strategy, this
knowledge is equivalent to knowing the distance between
the camera and the person to be localized. Each image of
the test set is first resized so that the face (defined by the
ground truth) reaches the size 13x17. This size was
chosen to respects faces aspect ratio, and is a good
compromise between face’s feature visibility (by human
vision) and computational efforts.
A face will be correctly localized if the detection
bounding box covers at least 60% of the area of the
bounding box defined by the ground truth. Figure 5 shows
examples of detections at 60% within the ground truth
(the face image in the middle) :

3 Combining different detectors
We have implemented three detectors for a color image,
which result in three maps : DiaboloMap, HoughMap, and
SkinMap. We decided to combine linearly these three
maps to improve localization performances [13].
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Figure 3. Overview of the face localization system
For that purpose, each detector map is linearly adjusted

>
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onto 1 1 . We will denote these normalized maps as
D, H, and S. Using the three detectors, a pixel (i,j) in the
original
image
is
then
featured
by

Ii , j

ª¬ Hi, j

Di, j Si, j º¼ . The 100 images were used to

learn linear combination parameters using a gradient
descent stopped by cross validation :

FusionMapi, j a Hi, j  b  Di, j  c  Si, j  d

Figure 5. Examples of correctly localized faces

(a=0. 2280, b=0.2620 , c=0. 1229 and d= -0.7198)
We can notice that the weight of the skin detector is
smaller than Hough and diabolo detectors ones.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Using this performance measure, the image (figure 5)
which is 49x53 contains 111 face sub-images, and 1258
non-face sub-images.
To evaluate improvement brought by the combination of
the 3 detectors, the proportion of pixels of the ground
truth inside the detection (which is the location of the
maximum for HoughMap and FusionMap, and of the
minimum for DiaboloMap) is calculated for each test
image (figure 6). Using the DiaboloMap minimum
position alone, 656 faces are correctly located (proportion
of good pixels greater than 0.6) in our test set (48.5%).
Using the maximum of HoughMap alone to define the
location of the face, 903 faces are correctly detected
(67%).
After combination, 1166 faces (over the 1353 test images)
are correctly detected which increases the detection rate to
86 %. The combination of the three detectors decreases
the error rate of 50%.

(e)

Figure 4. (a) HoughMap (b) DiaboloMap (c) SkinMap
(d) FusionMap and (e) the corresponding face location
on the original image

4Face localization performances evaluation
To determine face location, the input image is scanned
(using the three calculated maps) and the location of the
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Several improvements are in progress: more sophisticated
skin color models like ellipsoidal thresholding, Gaussian
density functions [14] or mixture of Gaussians [15];
neural combination of our feature maps should bring
better results than the linear one. Moreover we have
proposed a robust eyes detection algorithm; it is
envisaged to use it for face candidates verification.
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Figure 7. Multiple faces localization : the number of
faces are supposed to be known

5. Conclusion and prospects
This communication aimed to present a significant
contribution to the face localization task. We have
presented three different detectors: skin color, autoassociative multi-layer perceptron and Ellipse Hough
Transform. We have shown that a linear combination of
the three feature maps drastically improves localization
rate both on single and multiple face(s) images.
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